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Van Rheede produced this book to prove that the Malabar hinterland was of greater commercial value than the island of Sri Lanka and therefore should be the Dutch capital of India.
This argument was bitterly opposed by the future Dutch Governor of Ceylon: See J. Heniger in ibid., pp. 35â€“69. 13.Â Henry Thomas Colebrooke was one of the leading figures and
became a good friend to Buchanan.Â 118 Buchanan, to Brown, Thomas, Secretary to the Bengal Government, Calcutta, 13 September 1807Google Scholar [IOR, Board's
Collections, 1808â€“09, vol. 260 (5681â€“5818), no. 5707]. As the hearings drew to a close, the Senator told his weary colleagues that both Judge Thomas and Professor Hill had
declined the opportunity to testify again later today. Ms. Wright, who is now an assistant metropolitan editor at The Charlotte Observer, formerly served as director of public affairs for
the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, and Rose Jordain, who was to have supported Ms. Wright's testimony, had been scheduled to testify.Â At one point, Ms. Wright told
the committee aides: "Clarence Thomas did consistently pressure me to date him, and at one point, Clarence Thomas made comments about my anatomy. Clarence Thomas made
comments about women's anatomy quite often." Judge Thomas has denied Ms. Wright's allegations. Numerous Confrontations. MISCELLANEOUS FILE, 1939-1955 Drafts of two
Truman biographies co-written by McNaughton, research notes, reports by various Time and Life magazine correspondents on the 1952 election campaign, drafts of articles and book
chapters written by McNaughton, and other items. Arranged alphabetically by subject. [ Top of the page | Administrative Information | Biographical Sketch | Collection Description |
Series Descriptions | Folder Title List | Index]. Folder title list. Mcnaughton reports file, 1941-1949. Box 1. January, 1941.

